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Abstract 

Let R be a ring and M a right R-module. M is called --δ⊕ supplemented, if every 

submodule of M has a -δ supplemented that is a direct summand of M. In this 
paper, several properties of these modules are studied. Also, we investigate some 
properties of rings whose modules are --δ⊕  supplemented. 

1. Introduction 

Throughout this paper R is an associative ring with unity and all 
modules are unitary right R-modules. A submodule K of a module M is 
denoted by .MK ≤  Let M be any R-module and S a submodule of M. S is 
called a small submodule of M (denoted by MS  ), if for every 

submodule T of M with ,TSM +=  then .TM =  Let M be an R-module 

and N a submodule of M. If any submodule K of M is minimal with the 
property that ,KNM +=  then the submodule K is called a supplement 

of N in M. K is a supplement of N in M if and only if KNM +=  and 
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.KKN I  Any R-module M is called supplemented if every submodule 

of M has a supplement in M. The module M is said to be a lifting module 
if for any submodule N of M there exists NA ≤  such that BAM ⊕=  
and .BBN I  As a generalization of small submodules, a submodule N 

of M is called -δ small in M, denoted by ,MN δ  if KNM +=  with 

KM  singular implies .KM =  Singular and nonsingular modules are 

studied in [3]. The sum of all -δ small submodules of a module M is 

denoted by ( ),Mδ  which defines a preradical on the category of R-

modules, ( ) { }MLMLM δ≤∑=δ   (See [8]). A module M is called 

-δ supplemented, if for any ,MN ≤  there exists a submodule X of M 

such that XNM +=  with .XXN δI  Mohammed and Muller [6] 

called an R-module M is -⊕ supplemented, if every submodule of M has a 

supplement, that is, a direct summand of M. Clearly, -⊕ supplemented 

modules are supplemented, but the converse is false, See [5, A.4(2)]. A 
module M is completely -⊕ supplemented, if every direct summand of M 

is -⊕ supplemented. A module M is called -δ lifting, if for any ,MN ≤  

there exists a decomposition BAM ⊕=  such that NA ≤  and BN I  

is -δ small in M. An epimorphism NPf →:  is called a -δ cover of N, if 

Ker ( ) Pf δ  and, if moreover, P is projective, then it is called a projective 

-δ cover. In [8], a ring R is called -δ semiperfect, if every simple R-module 

has a projective -δ cover and a ring R is called -δ perfect, if every R-

module has a projective -δ cover. A submodule MN ≤  is called cofinite 

in M, if the factor module NM  is finitely generated. A module M is 

called -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented, if any cofinite submodule of M has a 

-δ supplement, that is, a direct summand of M. --δ⊕ supplemented 

modules are -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented. The module ( )niMi ≤≤1  

are called relatively projective, if iM  is -jM projective for all ji ≠≤1  

.n≤  
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2. Some Properties of --δ⊕ supplemented 

Lemma 2.1. Let N and L be submodules of a module M such that 
LN +  has a -δ supplement H in M and ( )LHN +I  has a 

-δ supplement G in N. Then GH +  is a -δ supplement of L in M. 

Proof. Let H be a -δ supplement of LN +  in M and let G be a 

-δ supplement of ( )LHN +I  in N. Then ( ) HLNM ++=  such that 

( ) HLN I+  is -δ small in H and ( )[ ] GLHNN ++= I  such that 

( ) GLH ++  is -δ small in G. Since ( ) ( )[ ] [( +++≤+ HHLGLGH II  

) ] GHGL +,I  is a -δ supplement of L in M.                                                  

Theorem 2.2. For any ring R, any finite direct sum of --δ⊕  

supplemented -R modules is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. Let n be any positive integer and for each ( ) iMni ≤≤1  a 

--δ⊕ supplemented. Let .1 nMMM ⊕⊕= K  It is enough to show that 

M is --δ⊕ supplemented when .2=n  

Let L be any submodule of M. Then .21 LMMM ++=  So that 

LMM ++ 21  has a -δ supplemented 0 in M. Let H be a -δ  

supplemented of ( )LMM +12 I  in 2M  such that H is a direct 

summand of .2M  By Lemma 2.1, H is a -δ supplemented of LM +1  in 

M. Let K be a -δ supplemented of ( )HLM +I1  in 1M  such that K is a 

direct summand of .1M  Again by Lemma 2.1, we have that KH +  is a 

-δ supplemented of L in M. Since H is a direct summand of 2M  and K is 

a direct summand of ,1M  it follows that KHKH ⊕=+  is a direct 

summand of M. Thus 21 MMM ⊕=  is --δ⊕ supplemented.                    

Corollary 2.3. Any finite direct sum of -δ lifting is --δ⊕  

supplemented. 

It is easy to see that, under the given definitions, the following 
implications hold: 
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-δ lifting --δ⊕⇒ supplemented -δ⇒ supplemented ⇒  weak --δ  

supplemented. 

Theorem 2.4. Let ( )niMi ≤≤1  be any finite collection of relatively 

projective modules. Then the module nMMM ⊕⊕= K1  is --δ⊕  

supplemented if and only if iM  is --δ⊕ supplemented for each ( ).1 ni ≤≤    

Proof. The sufficiency is proved in Theorem 2.2. Conversely, we only 
prove 1M  is --δ⊕ supplemented. Let .1MA ≤  There exists MB ≤  such 
that ,BAM +=  where B is a direct summand of M and BA I  is -δ  

small in B. Since ,1 BMBAM +=+=  there exists BB ≤1  such that 

,11 BMM ⊕=  See [5, 4.47]. Then ( ).11 BMBB I⊕=  Note that 
( )BMAM I11 +=  and BM I1  is a direct summand of .1M  Then 

( )BMABA III 1=  is -δ small in .1 BM I  Hence 1M  is --δ⊕  

supplemented.                                                                                                

Let M be any module. M is called a ( )-3D module, if whenever, 1M  

and 2M  are direct summands of M with 2121 , MMMMM I+=  is 

also a direct summand of M. 

Theorem 2.5. Let M be a --δ⊕ supplemented module with ( ).3D  

Then M is completely --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. Let N be a direct summand of M and A a submodule of N. We 
show that A has a -δ supplement in N, that is, a direct summand of N. 

Since M is --δ⊕ supplemented, there exists a direct summand B of M such 

that BAM +=  and BA I  is -δ small in B. Hence ( ).BNAN I+=  

Furthermore BN I  is a direct summand of M because M has ( ).3D  

Then ( ) BABNA III =  is -δ small in .BN I                                                                                            

Lemma 2.6. Let N be a direct summand of a module M and let K be a 
submodule of M such that KM  is projective and .KNM +=  Then 

KN I  is a direct summand of M. 

Proof. See [4, Lemma 2.3].                                                                      
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Theorem 2.7. Let M be a --δ⊕ supplemented module. Let N be a 

submodule of M such that NM  is projective. Then N is 

--δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. Let L be a submodule of N. Since M is --δ⊕ supplemented, 

there exists a direct summand K of M such that KLM +=  and KL I  
is -δ small in K. Therefore ( )KNLN I+=  and ( ) KLKNL III =  

., NKLM δδ  I  By Lemma 2.6, KN I  is a direct summand of N. 

Thus N is --δ⊕ supplemented.                                                                       

Let M be a --δ⊕ supplemented module. We will answer the following 

natural question: is any factor module of M --δ⊕ supplemented? 

Lemma 2.8. Let M be a nonzero module and U be a submodule of M 
such that ( ) UUf ≤  for each ( ).MEndf R∈  If ,21 MMM ⊕=  then 

( ) ( ).21 MUMUU II ⊕=  

Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.4].                                                                        

Theorem 2.9. Let M be a nonzero module and U a submodule of M 
such that ( ) UUf ≤  for each ( ).MEndf R∈  If M is --δ⊕ supplemented, 

then UM  is --δ⊕ supplemented. If moreover, U is a direct summand of 

M, then U is also --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. Suppose that M is --δ⊕ supplemented. Let L be a submodule 

of M which contains the submodule U. There exist submodules N and N ′  
of M such that ,, NLMNNM +=′⊕=  and NL I  is -δ small in N. 

By ([9], Lemma 1.2(d)), ( ) UUN +  is a -δ supplement of UL  in 

.UM  Now apply Lemma 2.5 to get that ( ) ( ).NUNUU ′⊕= II   

Thus, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .NUUNUNUNUNUN ′+++′++≤+′+ III  Hence, 
( ) ( ) ( ) .NNUNUNUUNUN ′′+++≤+′+ IIII It follows that 
( )UN + ( ) UUN ≤+′I  and ( )( ) (( ) ) =+′⊕+ UUNUUN  .UM   Then 
( ) UUN +  is a direct summand of .UM  Consequently, UM  is 

--δ⊕ supplemented.                                                                                         
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Let M be a module. Then M is called distributive, if ( ) =+ KLN I  

( ) ( )KNLN II +  and ( ) ( ) ( )KNLNKLN ++=+ II  for some 
submodules N, K, L of M. 

Corollary 2.10. Every factor module of a distributive --δ⊕  

supplemented module is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

3. Rings Whose Modules are --δ⊕ Supplemented 

In this section, we study some rings whose modules are --δ⊕  

supplemented. We show that every finitely generated right R-module is 
--δ⊕ supplemented, if and only if every cyclic right R-module is --δ⊕  

supplemented and every finitely generated right R-module is a direct 
sum of cyclic modules. We investigated relation -δ semiperfect with --δ⊕  

supplemented modules.  

Theorem 3.1. Let R be any ring and let M be a finitely generated R-
module such that every direct summand of M is --δ⊕ supplemented. Then 

M is a direct sum of cyclic modules. 

Proof. Suppose that RmRmM k++= K1  for some positive integer 

k and elements ( ).1 niMmi ≤≤∈  If ,1=k  then there is nothing to 

prove. Suppose that 1>k  and that the result holds for ( ) -1−k  generated 

modules with the stated condition. There exist submodules ,K  K ′  of M 
such that ,, 1 KRmMKKM +=′⊕=  and .1 KKRm δI  Note that 

( ) ( ) ( ).111 KRmRmKKRmKMK I≅+=≅′  so K ′  is cyclic. On 

the other hand, ( ) ( ) 1111 mMRmKRmKRmK =+≅I  ,R  so 

( )KRmK I1  is ( ) -1−k generated. Since ,1 KKRm δI  it follows that 

K is ( ) -1−k generated. By induction, K is a direct sum of cyclic modules. 

Thus KKM ′⊕=  is a direct sum of cyclic modules.                                    

Corollary 3.2. Let R be a ring. Then every 2-generated --δ⊕  

supplemented R-module is a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let R be a ring and n be a positive integer. Then every 
n-generated R-module is --δ⊕ supplemented if and only if 

(1) every cyclic R-module is --δ⊕ supplemented, and 

(2) every n-generated R-module is a direct sum of cyclic modules. 

Proof. 

( )⇐  By Theorem 2.4. 

( )⇒  By Theorem 3.1, since every direct summand of an n-generated 
module is n-generated.                                                                                    

Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring. Then the R-module RR  is --δ⊕  
supplemented, if and only if every finitely generated free R-module is 

--δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. ( )⇒  Let M be a free R-module and { } ∞<∈= IIiaA i ,  
be a basis of M. By assumption, ( )IiRRai ∈≅  is --δ⊕ supplemented 
and M is --δ⊕ supplemented by Theorem 2.2. 

( )⇐  The proof is simple.                                                                                 

Lemma 3.5. For a ring R the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) R is -δ semiperfect; 

(2) RR  is -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented; 

(3) Every free R-module is -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented; 

(4) Every finitely generated free R-module is --δ⊕ supplemented; 

(5) RR  is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. 

(1) ⇔  (2) See [1, Theorem 3.9]. 

(2) ⇔  (3) It follows from Lemma 3.5. 

(3) ⇔ (4) Let M be a finitely generated free R-module. By 
assumption, M is -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented. Since each submodule N 
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of M is cofinite in M, N has a -δ supplement which is a direct summand of 

M. Hence, M is -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented. 

(4) ⇒  (5) and (5) ⇒  (1) are clear.                                                           

Let R be a -δ semiperfect. Then by Lemma 3.5, RR  is --δ⊕  

supplemented and -⊕ cofinitely -δ supplemented. 

Corollary 3.6. Let R be a division ring. Then R is -δ semiperfect, if 

and only if every finitely generated R-module is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. ( )⇐  The sufficiency is proved in Lemma 3.5. 

( )⇒  Let R be a -δ semiperfect division ring. Then by [7, 20.10] every 

R-module is free. Hence, by Lemma 3.5, every R-module is --δ⊕  

supplemented.                                                                                                                                                     

Theorem 3.7. Let R be a ring and M be an R-module such that =M  
,iIi M∈⊕  where iM  is a -δ lifting module for each ( ) MMIi δδ∈ ,  and 

( )MM δ  is singular. Then M is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. Let N be a submodule of M. For each ,Ii ∈  let ( ).ii MJ δ=  If 

( ),MT δ=  then iIi JT ∈⊕=  [8, Lemma 1.5], for each ii MTJIi I=∈ ,  

and hence ( ) TTMJM iii +≅  and so is semisimple. Now =TM  

( ) .TTMiIi +∑ ∈  By [2, Lemma 9.2], ( )( ) { Λ∈α⊕⊕+= TTNTM  

(( ) )}TTL +α  for some submodule αL  of ( )Λ∈ααM  and an index set 

.I⊆Λ  Since αM  is -δ lifting, (MKLKMK δ⊆ααααδαα ,L   

( αααααδαα δ⊆ MKLKMK ,L  ) ( ) .αααα += KKJK  So, ⊆αK  

.. αΛ∈αααα ⊕=+⊆ KKKJL  Then K is a direct summand of M. Note 

that ( ) +⊆+∑+= αΛ∈α NTLNM  ,TK +  so that TKNM ++=  

and hence ,KNM +=  since ( ) δδ M .M  Next, ( )II TNKN +⊆  

( ) .MTTL δαΛ∈α ⊆+∑   It follows that .KKN δI  Therefore, M is 

--δ⊕ supplemented.                                                                                         
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Corollary 3.8. Let ( )RSocR  be a right perfect ring and let M be an 

R-module such that ,iIi MM ∈⊕=  where iM  is -δ lifting for each Ii ∈  

and ( )MM δ  is singular. Then M is --δ⊕ supplemented. 

Proof. By [8, Lemma 3.8], if ( )RSocR  is right perfect ring, then 
( )RSocR  is semisimple and ( ) MM δδ   for every module M.                  
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